Design

INNER GARDENS classic
pointed aluminum planter
boxes with classic triple ball
boxwood. Below: ROGER’S
GARDENS Beaucarnea
Recurvata plant.

LAUREL & WOLF
interiors by designer
Dustin Walker.

“Nothing says, ‘You are
living in a real house now,’
quite like triple boxwoods
flanking the front door,” says
Stephen Block, owner of
Inner Gardens. His Culver
City-based nursery is the go-to source
for L.A. designers, landscapers and
tastemakers alike. In Orange County,
Roger’s Gardens specializes in offering
indoor plant design consultations on
everything from seasonal suggestions to
water strategies—and will even provide
the delivery and setup. Inner Gardens,
5838 Perry Dr., Culver City, 310-8388378; innergardens.com. Roger’s
Gardens, 2301 San Joaquin Hills Rd.,
Corona del Mar, 949-640-5800.
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Laurel & Wolf offers a
stress-free option for the
daunting task of merging
spaces and styles, whether
refurbishing a room or an
entire abode. The West
Hollywood-based company sources a
designer to hone your aesthetic—be it
modern eclectic or rustic glam—and
handles all of the legwork (style boards,
shopping, ordering, tracking). The
process is done entirely online for a flat
fee starting from $149 (plus the cost
of selected merchandise). “We help
couples achieve a space that’s cohesive,
yet also showcases each person’s style,”
says Leura Fine, CEO and founder.
The expert will also act as diplomat
when you can’t agree on a bachelorpad armchair. “We’re happy to be the
‘tiebreaker’ in those tough instances,”
says Fine. “Our goal is to design the
best possible space.”
LAU RELANDWOLF.COM

After a year of obsessing over decisions on everything from the
ultimate wedding processional to a signature reception cocktail,
newlyweds will appreciate that innovative, online mattress
company Casper offers only one covetable option (voted one of
Time magazine’s best inventions of 2015). Same-day delivery is
available in L.A., S.F., and N.Y., and you can test-drive your mattress at the
Venice showroom, at select West Elm stores, or even at home with the 100-night
trial before sealing the deal. 1509 Abbot Kinney Blvd., 888-498-0003.
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CASPER mattress,
from $500.
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